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By Mr. Sheehan of Boston, petition of Thomas A. Sheehan and another for
islation to provide uniform rules of evidence. The Judiciary.

the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Sixty-Five

An Act providing uniform rules of evidence.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
'ourt assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

Provision

2 Rule 1. Definitions. —■ (1) “Evidence”, is the means from
3 which inferences may be drawn as a basis of proof in duly con-
-4 stituted judicial or fact-finding tribunals, and includes testi-
-5 mony in the form of opinion, and hearsay.
6 (2) “Relevant evidence”, means evidence having any tend-
-7 ency in reason to prove any material fact.
8 (3) “Proof”, is all of the evidence before the trier of the
9 fact relevant to a fact in issue which tends to prove the exist-

-10 ence or non-existence of such fact.
11 (4) “Burden of proof”, means the obligation of a party to
12 meet the requirements of a rule of law that the fact be proved
13 either by a preponderance of the evidence or by clear and con-

a reasonable doubt, as the case
synonymous with “burden of per-

14 vincing evidence or beyond
15 may be. Burden of proof is
16 suasion.”

evidence”, means the obligation
nee when necessary to avoid the
peremptory finding against him

17 (5) “Burden of producing
18 of a party to introduce evid(
19 risk of a directed verdict or
20 on a material issue of fact.
21 (6) “Conduct”, includes
22 both verbal and non-verbal.

ill active and passive behavior,

I. Generai

Cljc Commontoealtf) of £©assacJ)iisetts
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some other is indicated by the
term is used, means the hearing
a rule is raised, and not some

23 (7) “The hearing”, unless
24 context of the rule where the
25 at which the question under
26 earlier or later hearing.
27 (8) “Finding of fact”, means the determination from proof
28 or judicial notice of the existence of a fact. A ruling implic
29 a supporting finding of fact; no separate or formal finding 1
30 required unless required by a statute of this state.

1 (9) “Guardian”, means the person, committee, or other rep-
12 resentative authorized by law to protect the person or estate
13 or both of an incompetent (or of a sui juris person having a

34 guardian) and to act for him in matters affecting his person
35 or property or both. An incompetent is a person under dis-
-36 ability imposed by law.
37 (10) “Judge”, means member or members or representativ
38 or representatives of a court conducting a trial or hearing at
39 which evidence is introduced.
40 (11) “Trier of fact”, includes a jury and a judge when he i
41 trying an issue of fact other than one relating to the admissi
42 bility of evidence.
43 (12) “Verbal”, includes both oral and written words.
44 (13) “Writing”, means handwriting, typewriting, printing,
45 photostating, photographing and every other means of re-
46 cording upon any tangible thing any form of communication
47 or representation, including letters, words, pictures, sounds or
48 symbols, or combinations thereof.
49 Rule 2. Scope of Rules. Except to the extent to which
50 they may be relaxed by other procedural rule or statute appli
51 cable to the specific situation, these rules shall apply in every
52 proceeding, both criminal and civil, conducted by or under the
53 supervision of a court, in which evidence is produced

54 Rule 3. Exclusionary Rules not to apply to Undisputed
55 Matter. If upon the hearing there is no bona fide dispute be-
56 tween the parties as to a material fact, such fact may be proved
57 by any relevant evidence, and exclusionary rules shall not
58 apply, subject, however, to Rule 45 and any valid claim of
59 privik
60 Rule 4. Effect of Erroneous Admission of Evidence. A
61 verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall the judg-
62 ment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason of the
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63 erroneous admission of evidence unless (a) there appears of
64 record objection to the evidence timely interposed and so
65 stated as to make clear the specific ground of objection, and
66 (6) the court which passes upon the effect of the error or
67 errors is of opinion that the admitted evidence should have
68 been excluded on the ground stated and probably had a sub-
69 stantial influence in bringing about the verdict or finding.
70 Rule 5. Effect of Erroneous Exclusion of Evidence. A
71 verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall the judg-
-72 ment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason of the
73 erroneous exclusion of evidence unless (a) it appears of record
74 that the proponent of the evidence either made known the
75 substance of the evidence in a form and by a method approved
76 by the judge, or indicated the substance of the expected evi
77 dence by questions indicating the desired answers, and (6) the
78 court which passes upon the effect of the error or errors is of
79 opinion that the excluded evidence would probably have had
80 a substantial influence in bringing about a different verdict or
81 finding.
82 Rule 6. Limited Admissibility. When relevant evidence
83 is admissible as to one party or for one purpose and is inad-
84 missible as to other parties or for another purpose, the judge
85 upon request shall restrict the evidence to its proper scope and
86 instruct the jury accordingly
87 Rule 7. General A bolition of Disqualifications and Privilec,
88 of Witnesses, and of Exclusionary Rules. Except as otherwise
89 provided in these Rules, (a) every person is qualified to be a
90 witness, and (6) no person has a privilege to refuse to be a
91 witness, and (c) no person is disqualified to testify to any
92 matter, and (d) no person has a privilege to refuse to disclose
93 any matter or to produce any object or writing, and (e) no
94 person has a privilege that another shall not be a witness or
95 shall not disclose any matter or shall not produce any object
96 or writing, and (/) all relevant evidence is admissible.
97 Rule 8. Preliminary Inquiry by Judge. When the quali-
-98 fication of a person to be a witness, or the admissibility of evi-
-99 dence, or the existence of a privilege is stated in these rules to

100 be subject to a condition, and the fulfillment of the condition
101 is in issue, the issue is to be determined by the judge, and he
102 shall indicate to the parties which one has the burden of pro-
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103 ducing evidence and the burden of proof on such issue as im-
-104 plied by the rule under which the question arises. The judge
105 may hear and determine such matters out of the presence or
106 hearing of the jury, except that on the admissibility of a con-
-107 fession the judge, if requested, shall hear and determine the
108 question out of the presence and hearing of the jury. But
109 this rule shall not be construed to limit the right of a party
110 to introduce before the jury evidence relevant to weight or
111 credibility.

11. Judicial Notici112

may he judicially noticed.Rule 9. Facts which must113
14 (1) Judicial notice shall be taken without request by a party.

] 15 of the common law, constitutions and public statutes in force
116 in every state, territory and jurisdiction of the United States,

nd of such specific facts and propositions of generalized knowl-
1 edge as are so universally known that they cannot reasonably

1 be the subject of dispute.

,al notice may be taken without request by a
if (a) private acts and resolutions of the Congress of

122 the United States and of the legislature of this state, and duly

123 enacted ordinances and duly published regulations of govern-1

of this state, and (b) the lawsisions or agencic

h facts as are so generallyknown
vithin the territorial jurisdiction

125 of foreign countries, and (c) sue
126 or of such common notoriety

bly be the subject of dis-127 of t
128 pute, and (d) specific h d propositions of generalized
129 knowledge which are capab. of immediate and accurate de^
130 termination by resort to ible sources of indispu-
131 table accuracy

ken of each matter specified132 (3) Judicial notice shall be
133 in paragraph (2) of this rule if a party requests it and (a) fur-

rmation to enable him properly
i

134 nishes the judge sufficient infc
id ( b ) has given each adverse*’
may require to enable the ad-
the request.

135 to comply ’with the request

136 party such notice as the judgi
137 verse party to prepare to me;

138 Rule 10. Determination a to Propriety of Judicial Notice
(1) The judge shall afford each
to present to him information

139 and Tenor of Matter noticed.
140 party reasonable opportunity
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141 relevant to the propriety of taking judicial notice of a matter
142 or to the tenor of the matter to be notic

In determining the propriety of taking judicial noth143
144 of a matter or the tenor thereof udee may consult
145 and use any source of pertinent information, whether or irr not

furnished by a party, and16 furnished by a party, and ( b) no exclusionary i146

147 valid claim of privilege shall apj
148 (3) If the information j assessed by or readily available to
149 the judge, whether or not furnished by the parties, fails to
l5O convince him that a matter falls clearly within Rule 9, or if

”

151 it is insufficient to enable him to notice the matter judicially,
150

152 he shall decline to take judicial notice thereof
153 (4) In any event the determination either by jimi

154 or from evidence of the applicability and the tenor of any n
155 of common law, constitutional law, or of any statute, private

156 act, resolution, ordinance or regulation falling within Rule 9,lule 9
hall157 shall be a matter for the judge and not fi

158 Rule 11. Instructing the Trier of Fact as to Matter judicially
15Q59 noticed. If a matter judicially noticed
160 law or constitution or public statutes of this state, 1
161 judge shall indicate for the record the matter whi
162 dally noticed and if the matter wouk
163 for determination by a trier of fact other than the juc
164 shall instruct the trier of
165 so noticed
166 Rule 12. Judicial Notice in IProceedinos Subseouent to Trial
167 he judge to take judicial notihef
168 of £

169 m
170 of the matter in subseouent procec

171 (2) The rulings of the judge under Ruk
ibject to reviev172

173 13) The reviewing court in its discretion n

174 notice of any matter specified in Rule 9 whetherc

175 dally noticed by the judge

176 (4) A judge or a reviewing couWJ

1 paragraph (1) or (3) ot this rule of matter r
178 ticed in the action shall afford
179 trinity to present inforn

taking such judicial notice180 o

be noticed181
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182 111. Presumptions

183 Rule 13. Definition.
of fact resulting from a n

A. presumption is an assumption
184 lie of law which requires such fact
185 to be assumed from another fact or group of facts found or
186 otherwise established in the actior
187 Rule 14. Effect of Presumptions. Subject to Rule 16. and
188 except for presumptions which are conclusive or irrefutable
189 under the rules of law from which they arise, (a) if the f,
190 from which the presumption is derived have any probati *
191 value as evi if tl )f the presumed fact, the
192 presumption contim ien of establishing
193 the non-existence of the presumed fact is upon the party against

m the presumption operates, (6) if the facts from which
!.'•) the presumption arises have no probative value as evidence of

the presumed fact, the presumption does not exist when evi-
197 dence is introduced which would support a finding of the non-
-198 existence of the presumed fact, and the fact which would

be presumed shall be determined from the evid
1-00 exactly as if no presumption was or had ever been invr

Rule 15. Inconsistent Presumptions. —lf two presump-7

ing with each other the iucic
>n hich is founded on the weightier

204 considerations of policy and logic. If there is no such pre-
205 ponderance both presumptior hall be disregarded.ic

206 Rule 16. Burden of Pr 'axed as to Some Presump-
07 lions. A presumpti by a rule of law may be over-ions. —A presumption, whic

108 come only by proof beyond a nable doubt, or by clear and
ivincing evidence, shall nc09 ■ed by Rules 14 or 15

10 and the burden of proof to ov ne it cont
whom the presump t

IV. W :tnessi
k

213 Rule 17. Disqualificatior. of Witness. Interpreters. A214 person is disqualified to 1. if the judge finds thatwi
215 (a) proposed witness is incapable of expressing himself16 concerning to be understood by the judgematter so a
217 and jury either directly or tl rough interpretation by one who

n the party
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218 can understand him, or (b ) the proposed witness is incapable
of understanding the duty of a witness to tell the truth. An219
interpreter is subject to all the provisions of these rules relat220
ing to witnesses.221

222 Rule 18. Oath. —Every witness before testifying shall be
required to express his purpose to testify by the oath or affix-223
mation required by law.224

Rule 19. Prerequisites of Knowledge and Experience. —As225
a prerequisite for the testimony of a witness on a relevant or226
material matter, there must be evidence that he has personal227
knowledge thereof, or experience, training or education if such228

be required. Such evidence may be by the testimony of the229
230 witness himself. The judge may reject the testimony of a wit

ness that he perceived a matter if he finds that no trier of fact231
could reasonably believe that the witness did perceive the232
matter. The judge may receive conditionally the testimony233

234 of the witness as to a relevant or material matter, subject to
the evidence of knowledge, experience, training or education235
being later supplied in the course of the trial.236

237 Rule 20. Evidence generally affecting Credibility. Subject
238 to Rules 21 and 22, for the purpose of impairing or supporting

the credibility of a witness, any party including the party call-239
ing him may examine him and introduce extrinsic evidence240
concerning any conduct by him and any other matter relevant241
upon the issues of credibility242

Rule 21. Limitations on Evidence of Conviction of Crime at243
ace of the conviction of a witness
honestv or false statement shall

Affecting Credibility. Evide
for a crime not involving dif
be inadmissible for the purj
If the witness be the accused
dence of Iris conviction of a

244
245

ose of impairing his credibility,
in a criminal proceeding, no evi-
:*rime shall be admissible for the
credibility unless he has first in-
solely for the purpose of support-

246
247
248

sole purpose of impairing his
troduced evidence admissible
ing his credibility.

249
250
251

'ons on Admissibility of Evidence
icting the credibility of a witness

Rule 22. Further Limitat
Affecting Credibility. —As affi
(a) in examining the witness
in writing inconsistent with a

252
253

as to a statement made by him
ny part of his testimony it shall

254

not be necessary to show or read to him any part of the writ-
ing; provided, that if the judge deems it feasible the time and

256
257
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258 place of the writing and the name of the person addressed, if
259 any, shall be indicated to the witness; (b ) extrinsic evidence
260 of prior contradictory statements, whether oral or written,
261 made by the witness, may in the discretion of the judge be
262 excluded unless the witness was so examined while testifying
263 as to give him an opportunity to identify, explain or deny the
264 statement; (c) evidence of traits of his character other than
265 honesty or veracity or their opposites, shall be inadmissible

266 ( d) evidence of specific instances of his conduct relevant only
267 as tending to prove a trait of his character, shall be inad-
268 missible.

V. Privilege269

Rule 23. Privilege of Accused. (1) Every person has in
any criminal action in which he is an accused a privilege not
to be called as a witness and not to testify.

(2) An accused in a criminal action has a privilege to pre-
vent Iris spouse from testifying in such action with respect to
any confidential communication had or made between them
while they were husband and wife, excepting only (a) in an

270
271

97

9

9 3

276
n which the accused i charged with (i) a crime involv-

ii) a crime against the person orage relation, or

279 property of the other spouse
280 (iii) a desertion of the other :

or the child of either spouse, or
pouse or a child of either spouse

281 or ( b ) as to the communicati in an action in which the ac-
munication between himself and282 cused offers evidence of a

383 his spou
284 ('S'l AiAn accused in a crimi action has no privilege to re-
285 fuse, when ordered by the judge, to submit his body to exami

88 nation or to do any act in the presence of the judge or tr
287 trier of the fact, except to refuse to testify

288 (4) If an accused in a criminal action does not testify, coun-
289 sel may comment upon accused’s failure to testify, and their

290 trier of fact may draw all reasonable inferences therefrom. &

9(n T>r-. -r, 9i -.c r • j- ..
»

... ~
-n

•

290 trier of fact m

291 Rule 24. Definition of Incrimination. A matter will in-
29292 criminate a person within the meaning of these Rules if it con-

293 stitutes, or forms an essential part of, or, taken in connection
294 with other matters disclosed, is a basis for a reasonable infer-
295 ence of such a violation of the laws of this state as to subject
296 him to liability to punishment therefor, unless he has become
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for any reason permanently immune from punishment for such
violation.

297
298

Rule 25. Self-Incrimination: Exceptions. Subject to
Rules 23 and 37, every natural person has a privilege, which

299
300

he may claim, to refuse to di
official of this state or any
thereof any matter that will
der this rule,

close in an action or to a public
governmental agency or division
ncriminate him, except that un-

301
302
503
m

a) if the privilege is damn ■d in an action the matter shall
that the matter will not incrimi-

305
be disclosed if the judge' fi
nate the witness; and

306
->O7

(6) no person has the privik
nation for the purpose of discc
features and other identifying
or mental condition; and

to refuse to submit to exami-308

vering or recording his corporaliO9
characteristics, or his physicalno

m
(c) no person has the privik

the taking of samples of body
and

;e to refuse to furnish or permit312
luids or substances for analysism

314
d) no person has the privilege to refuse to obey an order315

made by a court to produce
a document, chattel or other
ing, containing or disclosing
judge finds that, by the appl
some other person or a corp

for use as evidence or otherwise
thing under his control constitut-
matter incriminating him if the

316
317
318

cable rules of the substantive law,
ration, or other association has a

319
320
321 superior right to the possession of the thing ordered to be pro-
\o rln r»nrl • or»rl322 duced; and
323 (e) a public official or any person who engages in any ae

i or calling does not have the
; any matter which the statutes
office, activity, occupation, pro-

i to record or report or disclose

tivity, occupation, professiorm
privilege to refuse to disclose
or regulations governing the
fession or calling require hirr
concerning it; and

525
m

/

328
(f) a person who is an ofhc

poration or other association,
refuse to disclose any matter v
governing the corporation or £

business require him to record

;er, agent or employee of a cor-
does not have the privilege to

vhich the statutes or regulations
association or the conduct of its
or report or disclose; and
fendant in a criminal action who

329
130
331

iO
V

166

(g) subject to Rule 21, a ckm
voluntarily testifies in the action upon the merits before the
trier of fact does not have the privilege to refuse to disclose
any matter relevant to any issue in the action.

m
66!
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338 Rx tle 26. Lawyer-Client Privilege. (1) General Rule.
339 Subject to Rule 37 and except as otherwise provided by Para
340 graph 2 of this rule communications found by the judge to
341 have been between lawyer and his client in the course of that
342 relationship and in professional confidence, are privileged, and
343 a client has a privilege (a) if he is the witness to refuse to dis-
-344 close any such communication, and (6) to prevent his lawyer
345 from disclosing it, and (c) to pervent any other witness from
346 disclosing such communication if it came to the knowledge of

347 such witness (i) in the course of its transmittal between the£
18 client and the laywer, or (ii) in a manner not reasonably to b(
19 anticipated by the client, or (iii) as a result of a breach of the

350 lawyer-client relationship. The privilege may be claimed by
351 the client in person or by his lawyer, or if incompetent, by his
352 guardian, or if deceased, by his personal representative. The
353 privilege available to a corporation or association terminates
354 upon dissolution.
355 (2) Exceptions. Such privileges shall not extend (a) to a

56 communication if the judge finds that sufficient evidence, aside
57 from the communication, has been introduced to warrant a

!58 finding that the legal service was sought or obtained in order
159 to enable or aid the client to commit or plan to commit a
160 crime or a tort, or (b) to a communication relevant to an issue
161 between parties all of whom claim through the client, regard-

362 less of whether the respective claims are by testate or intestate
363 succession or by inter vivos transaction, or (c) to a communi-
-364 cation relevant to an issue of breach of duty by the lawyer to
365 his client, or by the client to his lawyer, or ( d) to a communica-
366 tion relevant to an issue concerning an attested document of
367 which the lawyer is an attesting witness, or ( e) to a communi-
368 cation relevant to a matter of common interest between two
369 or more clients if made by any of them to a lawyer whom they
370 have retained in common when offered in an action between
371 any of such clients.
372 (3) Definitions. —As used in this rule (a) “Client” means a
373 person or corporation or other association that, directlv or
374 through an authorized representative, consults a lawyer or the
375 lawyer’s representative for the purpose of retaining the lawyer
376 or securing legal service or advice from him in his professional
377 capacity: and includes an incompetent whose guardian so con-
378 suits the lawyer or the lawyer’s representative in behalf of the
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379 incompetent, (b) “communication” includes advice given by
380 the lawyer in the course of representing the client and include
381 disclosures ot the client to a representative, associate or em-

-382 ployee of the lawyer incidental to the professional relationship,
383 (c) “lawyer” means a person authorized, or reasonably be-
-384 lieved by the client to be authorized to practice law in any
385 state or nation the law of which recognizes a privilege against

36 disclosure of confidential communications between client and
387 lawyer.
388 Rule 27. Physidan-Pati
389 this rule, (a) “patient” mear
390 pose of securing preventive,

t Privilege. (1) As used in
person who, for the sole pur-

palliative or curative treatment
ich treatment, of bis physical

i physician, or submits to an
or a diagnosis preliminary tc
or mental condition, consult
examination by a physician;
authorized or reasonably belt

391
*92

(6) “physician” means a person393
ved by the patient to be author-394

ized, to practice medicine in the state or jurisdiction in which
the consultation or examination takes place; (c) “holder of
the privilege” means the patient while alive and not under
guardianship or the guardian of the person of an incompetent
patient, or the personal representative of a deceased patient;
(d) “confidential communication between physician and pa-
tient” means such information transmitted between physician
and patient, including information obtained by an examination

395
396
397
398
399
100
401
402 and patient, including informa
403 of the patient, as is transmittf d in confidence and by a means

aware, discloses the information404 which, so far as the patient is
a those reasonably necessary for
ration or the accomplishment of
jismitted.

to no third persons other thi405
406 the transmission of the inforr
407 the purpose for which it is in
408 (2) Except as provided by paragraphs (3), (4), (5) and (6)
409 of this rule, a person, whether or not a party, has a privilege
410 in a civil action or in a prosecution for a misdemeanor to re-cution for a misdemeanor to re-

;nt a witness from disclosing, a
he privilege and the judge finds

fuse to disclose, and to p11
communication, if he claim412 t

ai communicationthat (a) the communice113
d (6) the patient or the phy-between patient and physic414

believed415 sician rc to be necessary
iiagnosis of the

i

416 or helpful to enable the p
roe or render treatmen417 condition of the p:

the holder of the privtherefor, and (c) the witm
or (ii) at the time of the c

418
is the physician or:at419 n
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420 a person to whom disclosure was made because reasonably
421 necessary for the transmission of the communication or for
22 the accomplishment of the purpose for which it was trans->9

423 mitted or (iii) is any other person w23 mitted or (iii) is any other person who obtained knowledge or
424 possession of the communication as the result of an intentional

15 breach of the nlivsic: a non-disclosure by the phv-

26 sician or his agent or servant and (d

27 of the privilege or a person authorized to claim the p:i

4

29 (3) There is no privilege under this rule as to any r<
430 communication between the patient and his physician ( a) upon »

i to commit him
432 or otherwise place him under the control of another or otl

1 mental incompetence, or in an action in
434 which the patient seeks to establish his competence or in an
435 action to recover damages on account of conduct of the patient
436 which constitutes a criminal offence other tl50 wmcn constitutes a criminal offence other than a misdemeanor,

i issue as to the validity of a document as a willo:

parties claiming
te succession fror patient

ivil0

the r lement or factor ofl

“ UI,C Ui uomnce oi me patient or ol any party claiming
4o through or under the patient or claiming as a beneficiary ofleneficiary of
44 the patient through a contract to which thetract to which the patient is or was

4 5

o) there is no privilege under this rule as to informatior
447 which the physician or the patient is required to report to a

r as to information required to be recorded in
±9 a public onice, unless the statute requiring the report or record

450 specifically provides that the information shall not be disclosed
451 (6) No person has a privilege under this rule if the judge
452 finds that sufficient evidence, aside from tbe mumcation
453 has been introduced to w£luced to warr ir services of
454 the physician were sought or
455 to commit or to plan to com
456 detection or apprehension af
457 a tort.
458 (7) A privilege under this r
459 inated if the judge finds that
460 privilege has caused the nhv

anvomw
Nt 3 or a tort, or to escape

nmission of a crime or

ununicaf ior
Ny person while a holder of the
ian or any agent or servant ofiO privilege has caused the physi

action in
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the physician to testify in any action to any matter of which
the physician or his agent or servant gained knowledge through

461
462

the communicationm
Rule 28. Marital Privilege Confidential Communica lions.464

465 (1) General Ride. Subject to Rule 37 and excent as othc
(2) and (3) of this rule, a spousevise provided in paragraphs

who transmitted to the otl
466

r the information which consti-467
a privilege during the marital468 tutes the communication, h

relationship which he mav t rim whether or not he is a party469
and to prevent the other470 to the action, to refuse to

% found by the judge to havem from disclosing commumc
between them while husbandbeen had or made in co:472

the guardian or an incompetent473 and wife. The other spous(
474 spouse may claim the privi
475 the privilege.

i

on behalf of the spoi

476 (2) Exceptions. —Neither
477 (a) in an action by one spc

iuse may claim such privilege
■■ against the other spouse, or

r the alienation of the affections(h) in an action for damages fi7B
479 of the other, or for criminal conversation with the other, cr

c) in a criminal action in which one of them is charged will480

481 a crime against the person or property of the other or of a
482 child of either, or a crime against the person or property of a
483 third person committed in tl purse of committing a crime

or adultery, or desertion of the484 against the other, or bigamy
d) in a criminal action in which485 other or of a child of c

ication between himthe accused offers evidence c
nd his spouse, or (e) if the jv finds that sufficient evidence,487
Ide from the communicatic has been introduced to warrant488

tion was made, in whole or ina finding that the communk489

to commit or to plan to commit490 part, to enable to aid anyone

491 a crime or a tort.
who would otherwise have a(3) Termination. A spor492
uch privilege if the judge finds493 privilege under this rule 1

while the holder of the privilegethat he or the other spouse494
# testify in any action to any com-

ps upon the same subject matter.
testified or caused another to495
munication between the spou496

Privilege; Definition; Penitential497 Rule 29. Priest-Penitent
;ed in this rule, (a) "priest’ ’ meai498 Communications. (1) Asu
of the gospel or other officer ofa priest, clergyman, minister499

500 church or of a religious denomination or organization, who in
501 the course of its discipline or practice is authorized or accu
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584 of the privilege has (a) contracted with anyone not to claim
585 the privilege or, (5) without coercion and with knowledge of
586 his privilege, made disclosure of any part of the matter or con-
-587 sented to such a disclosure made by anyone.
588 Rule 38. Admissibility of Disclosure wrongfully compelled.
589 Evidence of a statement or other disclosure is inadmissible
590 against the holder of the privilege if the judge finds that he
591 had and claimed a privilege to refuse to make the disclosure
592 but was nevertheless required to make it.
593 Rule 39. Reference to exercise of Privileges. Subject tew
594 paragraph (4), Rule 23, if a privilege is exercised not to testify^
595 or to prevent another from testifying, either in the action or
596 with respect to particular matters, or to refuse to disclose or
597 to prevent another from disclosing any matter, the judge and
598 counsel may not comment thereon, no presumption shall arise
599 with respect to the exercise of the privilege, and the trier of
600 fact may not draw any adverse inference therefrom. In those
601 jury cases wherein the right to exercise a privilege, as herein
602 provided, may be misunderstood and unfavorable inferences
603 drawn by the trier of the fact, or be impaired in the particular
604 case, the court, at the request of the party exercising the privi-
-605 lege, may instruct the jury in support of such privilege.
606 Rule 40. Effect of Error in Overruling Claim of Privilege.
607 A party may predicate error on a ruling disallowing a claim of

)8 privilege only if he is the holder of the privi

Policies Affecting Admissibility609 VI. Extr

610 Rule 41. Evidence to test a Verdict or Indictment. —Upon
ilidity of a verdict or an indictment no611 an inquiry as t

ived to show the effect of any statement,612 evidence shall 1
iuct, event or conditio:613 conduct, event or condition upon the mind of a juror as in

or dissent from the verdict or in-614 fluencing him to assent to
615 dictment or concerning tl mental processes by which it was
616 determined *

617 Rule 42. Testimony by the Judge. —Against the objection
618 of a party, the judge presidin t the trial may not testify in
619 that trial as a witnc
620 Rule 43. Testimony by a Juror. A member of a jury
621 sworn and empaneled in the trial of an action, may not testify
622 in that trial as a witness.
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%

Rule 44. Testimony of Jurors not limited except by these
Rules. These rules shall not be construed to (a) exempt a
juror from testifying as a witness, if the law of the state per-
mits, to conditions or occurrences either within or outside of
the jury room having a material bearing on the validity of the
verdict or the indictment, except as expressly limited by Rule
41; ( b) exempt a grand juror from testifying to testimony or
statements of a person appearing before the grand jury, where
such testimony or statements are the subject of lawful inquiry
in the action in which the juror is called to testify.

623
624
625
626
627
62S
629
630
031
632

Rule 45. Discretion of Judge to exclude Admissible Evidence633
Except as in these rules otherwise provided, the judge may

in his discretion exclude evidence if he finds that its probative
value is substantially outweighed by the risk that its admis-

634
635
636

sion will (a) necessitate undue consumption of time, or (b)
create substantial danger of undue prejudice or of confusing
the issues or of misleading the jury, or (c) unfairly and harm-
fully surprise a party who has not had reasonable opportunity
to anticipate that such evidence would be offered.

637
638
639
640
641

Rule 46. Character Manner of Proof. When a person’s
character or a trait of his character is in issue, it may be proved
by testimony in the form of opinion, evidence of reputation,
or evidence of specific instances of the person’s conduct, sub-

642
643
644
645

ject, however, to the limitations of Rules 47 and 48.646

Rule 47. Character Trait as Proof of Conduct. Subject to847
Rule 48, when a trait of a person’s character is relevant a648
tending to prove his conduct on a specified occasion, such trait649
nay be proved in the same manner as provided by Rule 46650
xcept that (a) evidence of specific instances of conduct oth651

than evidence oi conviction of a crime which tends to prov652
the trait to be bad shall be inadmissible, and (6) in a criminal653
action evidence of a trait of an accused’s character as tending654
to prove his guilt or innocence of the offence charged, (i) may655
not be excluded by the judge under Rule 45 if offered by the656

nused to prove his innocence, and (ii) if offered by the prose-657
cution to prove his guilt, may be admitted only after the "m658

659 cused has introduced evidence of his good charactercused has introduced
Rule 48. Character Trait for Care or Skill Inadmissibh660

to prove Quality of Conduct. Evidence of a trait of a person661
character with respect to care or skill is inadmissible as tend662

663 ing to prove the quality of his conduct on a specified occeoccasion
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664 Rule 49. Habit or Custom to prove Specific Behavior.
665 Evidence of habit or custom is relevant to an issue of behavior
666 on a specified occasion, but is admissible on that issue only
667 as tending to prove that the behavior on such occasion con-
-668 formed to the habit or custom.
669 Rule 50. Opinion and Specific Instances of Behavior to
670 prove Habit or Custom. Testimony in the form of opinion is
671 admissible on the issue of habit or custom. Evidence of specific
672 instances of behavior is admissible to prove habit or custom
673 if the evidence is of a sufficient number of such instances to
674 warrant a finding of such habit or custom
675 Rule 51. Subsequent Remedial Conduct. —When after the
676 occurrence of an event remedial or precautionary measures
677 are taken, which, if taken previously would have tended to
678 make the event less likely to occur, evidence of such subse-
679 quent measures is not admissible to prove negligence or cul
680 pable conduct in connection with the event
681 Rule 52. Offer to compromise and the like, not Evidence of
682 Liability. Evidence that a person has, in compromise or from

33 humanitarian motives furnished or offered or promised to fur-
684 nish money, or any other thing, act or service to another who
685 has sustained or claims to have sustained loss or damage, is
686 inadmissible to prove his liability for the loss or damage or
687 any part of it. This rule shall not affect the admissibility of
688 evidence (a) of partial satisfaction of an asserted claim on de-
689 mand without questioning its validity, as tending to prove the
690 validity of the claim, or (6) of a debtor’s payment or promise
691 to pay all or a part of his pre-existing debt as tending to prove
692 the creation of a new duty on his part, or a revival of his pre-
693 existing duty.

694 Rule 53. Offer to discount Claim, not Evidence of Invalidity
695 Evidence that a person has accepted or offered or promised
696 to accept a sum of money or any other thing, act or service in
697 satisfaction of a claim, is inadmissible to prove the invalidity
698 of the claim or any part of it.
699 Rule 54. Liability Insurance. Evidence that a person
700 was, at the time a harm was suffered by another, insured
701 wholly or partially against loss arising from liability for that
702 harm is inadmissible as tending to prove negligence or other
703 wrongdoing.
704 Rule 55. Other Crimes or Civil Wrongs. —■ Subject to Rule
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705 47 evidence that a person committed a crime or civil wrong
706 on a specified occasion, is inadmissible to prove his disposition
707 to commit crime or civil wrong as the basis for an inference
708 that he committed another crime or civil wrong on another
709 specified occasion but, subject to Rules 45 and 48, such evi-
-710 dence is admissible when relevant to prove some other material
711 fact including absence of mistake or accident, motive, oppor-
-712 trinity, intent, preparation, plan, knowledge or identity.

Rule 56. Testimony in Form of Opinion. (1) If the wit-
ness is not testifying as an expert his testimony in the form of
opinions or inferences is limited to such opinions or inferences
as the judge finds (a) may be rationally based on the percep-
tion of the witness and (5) are helpful to a clear understanding
of his testimony or to the determination of the fact in issue.

714
715
716
717
718
719

(2) If the witness is testifying as an expert, testimony of
the witness in the form of opinions or inferences is limited to
such opinions as the judge finds are (a) based on facts or data
perceived by or personally known or made known to the wit-
ness at the hearing and ( b ) within the scope of the special
knowledge, skill, experience or training possessed by the wit-
ness.

720
721
722
723
724
725
726

(3) Unless the judge excludes the testimony he shall be
deemed to have made the finding requisite to its admission.

727
728

(4) Testimony in the form of opinions or inferences other-
wise admissible under these rules is not objectionable because
it embraces the ultimate issue or issues to be decided by the
trier of the fact.

729
730
731
732

Rule 57. Preliminary Examination. - The judge may re-
quire that a witness before testifying in terms of opinion or
inference be first examined concerning the date upon which
the opinion or inference is founded.

733
734
735
736

Rule 58. Hypothesis for Expert Opinion not Necessary.
Questions calling for the opinion of an expert witness need
not be hypothetical in form unless the judge in his discretion
so requires, but the witness may state his opinion and reasons
therefor without first specifying data on which it is based as
an hypothesis or otherwise; but upon cross-examination he
may be required to specify such data.

737
738
739
740
741
742
743

VII. Expert and Other Opinion Testimony.
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744 Rule 59. Appointment of Experts. —lf the judge deter-
745 mines that the appointment of expert witnesses in an action
746 may be desirable, he shall order the parties to show cause why
747 expert witnesses should not be appointed, and after opportun-
748 ity for hearing may request nominations and appoint one or
749 more such witnesses. If the parties agree in the selection of
750 an expert or experts, only those agreed upon shall be appointed
751 Otherwise the judge may make his own selection. An expert
752 witness shall not be appointed unless he consents to act. The
753 judge shall determine the duties of the witness and inform him
754 thereof at a conference in which the parties shall have an op-
755 portunity to participate. A witness so appointed shall advise
756 the parties of his findings, if any, and may thereafter be called

ify by the judge or any party. He may be examined757 t

758 and cross-examined by each party. This rule shall not limit
759 the parties in calling expert witnesses of their own selection
760 and at their own expense.
761 Rule 60. Compensation of Expert Witnesses. Expert wit-
762 nesses appointed by the judge shall be entitled to reasonable
763 compensation in such sum only as the judge may allow. Ex-
764 cept as may be otherwise provided by statute of this state
765 applicable to a specific situation, the compensation shall be
766 paid (a) in a criminal action by the (county) in the first ir
767 stance under order of the judge and charged as costs in the
768 case, and (6) in a civil action by the opposing parties in equal
769 portions to the clerk of the court at such time as the judge
770 shall direct, and charged as costs in the case. The amoun
771 of compensation paid to an expert witness not appointed by
772 the judge shall be a proper subject of inquiry as relevant to
773 his credibility and the weight of his testimony
774 Rule 61. Credibility of Appointed Expert Witness. The
775 fact of the appointment of an expert witness by the judge may
776 be revealed to the trier of the facts as relevant to the credi-
777 bility of such witness and the weight of his testimony.

VIII, Hearsay Evidenci778

779 Rule 62. Definitions. —As used in Rule 63 and its excep
780 tions and in the following rules:
781 (1) “Statement” means not only an oral or written expreS'
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782 sion but also non-verbal conduct of a person intended by him
783 as a substitute for words in expressing the matter stated.
784 (2) “Declarant” is a person who makes a statement.
785 (3) “Perceive” means acquire knowledge through one’s own
786 sense:

87 (4) “Public official” of a state or territory of the United
788 States includes an official of a political subdivision of such
789 state or territory and of a municipality.
790 (5) “State” includes the District of Columbia
T9l (6) “A business” as used in exception (13) shall include

™/92 every kind of business, profession, occupation, calling or oper-
-793 ation of institutions, whether carried on for profit or not.
794 (7) '‘Unavailable as a witness” includes situations where

the ground of privilege from795 the witness is (a) exempted c
796 testifying concerning the maitter to which his statement is

:rom testifying to the matter; orvant; or (6) disqualified17
798 (c) unable to be persent or to testify at the hearing because of

19 death or then existing physical or mental illness; or (d) a
if the court to compel appearancesent beyond the jurisdiction800

801 by its process; or (e) absent from the place of hearing because
802 the proponent of his statement does not know and with dili-

mce has been unable to803 gence has been unable to ascertain his whereabout
t unavailable (a) if the judge finds thatwit

due to:iuallocation, inability or a
80: >fr wr ! t

807 for the purpose of preventing the witness from attending or
r to the culpable neglect of such party;808 or testifying: or to the cuff

) (b) if unavailability is claimed under clause (d) of the r
810 ing paragraph and the judge finds that the deposition of the

d have been taken bv the exercise of reasonable811 declarant could have been taken
812 diligence and without undue har he probable

813 importance of the testimony is such as to justify the exji

14 of taking such deposition
815 Rule 63. Hearsay Evidence excluded Exceptions. Evi-

o claffimprif wlnr'li them n16 dence of a stateme:ment which is made other than by a wito
ng offered to prove the truth ofwhile testifying at the hear17
evidence and inadmissible except
f Persons Present and Subject tc

the matter stated is hearsay818
819 (11 Previous Statements c
820 Cross-examination. A stat merit previously made by a i

hearing and available for croi821 son who is present at the
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822 examination with respect to the statement and its subject
823 matter; provided, the statement would be admissible if made
824 by declarant while testifying
825 (2) Affidavits. Affidavit
826 statutes of this state;

as a witnes
to the extent admissible by the

Testimony. Subject to the same
3 though the declarant were testi-

827 (3) Depositions and Prior
828 limitations and objections a
829 fying in person, (a) testimony in the form of a deposition taken
830 in compliance with the law of this state for use as testimony in
831 the trial of the action in which offered, or ( b ) if the judge finds**
832 that the declarant is unavailable as a witness at the hearing,^
833 testimony given as a witness in another action or in a deposi-
-834 tion taken in compliance with law for use as testimony in the
835 trial of another action, when (i) the testimony is offered against

. behalf on the former occasion,
rest of such party, or (ii) the
party on the former occasion
for cross-examination with an

536 a party who offered it in Iris owr
837 or against the successor in inte
838 issue is such that the adverse
839 had the right and opportunity

that which the adverse party840 interest and motive similar t
itimony is offered;841 has in the action in which the t

- A statement (a) which the
declarant was perceiving the

itement narrates, describes or
finds was made while the de-
nervous excitement caused by

843 Ground of Necessity generally.

844 judge finds was made whil
845 event or condition which the

46 explains, or (5) which the ju
847 clarant was under the stress of i
848 such perception, or (c) if the d( rant is unavailable as a wit

explaining an event49 ness, a statement narrating, de
is was made by the declarant850 or condition which the judge fir

851 at a time when the matter had been recently perceived by him
852 and while his recollection was clear, and was made in good
853 faith prior to the commencement of the actic

Dying Declarations. A tatement by a person unavail-854
355 able as a witness because of his death if the judge finds that

i faith and while the dec-Pl856 it was made voluntarily and ir
857 larant was conscious of his impending death and believed that
858 there was no hope of his recovery

59 (6) Confessions. —ln a criminal proceeding as against the
by him relative to the offence>0 accused, a previous statement

861 charged if, and only if, the juc finds that the accused when

is and Statements Admissible on842 (4) Contemporaneous Statemer.
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making the statement was conscious and was capable of un-
derstanding what he said and did, and that he was not induced
to make the statement (a) under compulsion or by infliction
or threats of infliction of suffering upon him or another, or by
prolonged interrogation under such circumstances as to render

862
863
804
865
866

the statement involuntary, or (5) by threats or promises con-867

cerning action to be taken by a public official with reference
to the crime, likely to cause the accused to make such a state-

S 8

SG9
ment falsely, and made by
ablv believed to have the

a person whom the accused reason-
power or authority to execute the

870

*872 same
A.s against himself a statement1 dmissions by Partie873

by a person who is a party to the action in his individual or
a representative capacity and if the latter, who was acting in

874
875

such representative capacity in making the statement;
(8) Authorized and Adoptive Admissions. —As against a

876
577

party, a statement (a) by
to make a statement or
subject of the statement, o
edge of the content therei
manifested his adoption or

a person authorized by the party
atements for him concerning the
(5) of which the party with knowl-

87S

879
SBO

■f has, by words or other conduc
bis belief in its truth:

881
882

9) Vicarious Admission AIS against a party, a statement88

winch would be admissible if made by the declarant at the
hearing if (a) the statement concerned a matter within the

884
885

scope of an agency or employment of the declarant for the
party and was made before the termination of such relation-
ship, or (b ) the party and the declarant were participating in
a plan to commit a crime or a civil wrong and the statement

886

887

888
889

was relevant to the plan or its subject matter and was made
while the plan was in existence and before its complete exe-
cution or other termination, or (c) one of the issues between
the party and the proponent of the evidence of the statement
is a legal liability of the declarant, and the statement tends to
establish that liability;

890
891
592

893
594
895

(10) Declarations against Interest. Subject to the limita-
tions of exceptions (6), a statement which the judge finds was
at the time of the assertion so far contrary to the declarant’s
pecuniary or proprietary interest or so far subjected him to
civil or criminal liability or so far rendered invalid a claim by
him against another or created such risk of making him an

896
897
898

899
900
901
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902 object of hatred, ridicule or social disapproval in the com
903 munity that a reasonable man in his position would not ha

made the statement unless he believed it to be true904
11) Voter’s Statements. —A statement by a voter concern-905

906 ing his qualifications to vote or the fact or content of his vote
907 (12) Statements of Physical or Mental Condition of Declar

nt. Unless the judge finds it was made in bad faith908

tatement of the declarant’s (a) then existing state of mine909
910 emotion or physical sensation, including statements of intent
911 plan, motive, design, mental feeling, pain and bodily health^
912 but not including memory or belief to prove the fact remembemr
913 or believed, when such a mental or physical condition is in i
914 sue or is relevant to prove or explain acts or conduct of th
915 declarant, or (6) previous symptoms, pain or physical

tion, made to a physician consulted for treatment or for di916
nosis with a view to treatment, and relevant to an issue917
declarant’s bodily condition;91S

(13) Business Entries and the Like. Writings offered a919
memoranda or records of acts, conditions or events to prove920
the facts stated therein, if the judge finds that they were made921
in the regular course of a business at or about the time of the922
act, condition or event recorded, and that the sources of in-923
formation from which made and the method and circumstances924
of their preparation were such as to indicate their trustworthi-925

926 ne;

927 (14) Absence of Entry in Business Records. Evidence of
the absence of a memorandum or record from the memoranda928
or records of a business of an asserted act, event or condition,929
to prove the non-occurrence of the act or event, or the non-930
existence of the condition, if the judge finds that it was the931
regular course of that business to make such memoranda of all932

uch acts, events or conditions at the time thereof or within a933
reasonable time thereafter, and to preserve them934

935 (15) Reports and Findings of Public Officials. Subject toAkl
936 Rule 64 written reports or findings of fact made by a public*
935

937 official of the United States or of a state or territory of the
938 United States, if the judge finds that the making thereof was
937

within the scope of the duty of such official and that it was his939
duty (a) to perform the act reported, or (5) to observe the act940
condition or event reported, or (c) to investigate the facts con-941
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cerning the act, condition or event and to make findings or
draw conclusions based on such investigation;

942
943

(16) Filed Reports, made by Persons Exclusively Authorized.
Subject to Rule 64, writings made as a record, report or

finding of fact, if the judge finds that (a) the maker was au-
thorized by statute to perform, to the exclusion of persons not
so authorized, the functions reflected in the writing, and was
required by statute to file in a designated public office a written
report of specified matters relating to the performance of such
functions, and (b) the writing was made and filed as so re-
quired by the statute;

944
945
946
947
948
949
950
°5l

*52
(17) Content of Official Record. Subject to Rule 64, (a) if953

meeting the requirements of
prove the content of the rec
copy of an official record or
the absence of a record in :

954 authentication under Rule 68, to
ard, a writing purporting to be a
of an entry therein, (b) to prove

955
956
957 specified office, a writing made
958 by the official custodian of the official records of the office, re-
959 citing diligent search and failure to find such record;
960 (18) Certificate of Marriage. Subject to Ptule 64 certifi-
961 cates that the maker thereof performed a marriage ceremony,
962 to prove the truth of the recitals thereof, if the judge finds
963 that (a) the maker of the certificate at the time and place
964 certified as the time and place of the marriage was authorized
965 by law to perform marriage ceremonies, and (6) the certificate
966 was issued at that time or within a reasonable time thereafter;
967 (19) Records of Documents Affecting an Interest in Property.
968 Subject to Rule 64 the official record of a document pur-
969 porting to establish or affect an interest in property, to prove
970 the content of the original recorded document and its execu-
971 tion and delivery by each person by whom it purports to have
972 been executed, if the judge finds that (a) the record is in fact
973 a record of an office of a state or nation or of any governmental
974 subdivision thereof, and (6) an applicable statute authorized
975 such a document to be recorded in that office;

,r,6 (20) Judgment of Previous Conviction. Evidence of a final
977 judgment adjudging a person guilty of a felony, to prove any
978 fact essential to sustain the judgment;
979 (21) Judgment against Persons entitled to Indemnity. —To
980 prove the wrong of the adverse party and the amount of dam-
-981 ages sustained by the judgment creditor, evidence of a final
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982 judgement if offered by a judgment debtor in an action in
which he seeks to recover partial or total indemnity or exon-983
eration for money paid or liability incurred by him because984
of the judgment; provided, the judge finds that the judg-985
ment was rendered for damages sustained by the judgment986
creditor as a result of the wrong of the adverse party to the987
present action;988

(22) Judgment Determining Public Interest in Land. To989
prove any fact which was essential to the judgment, evidence990
of a final judgment determining the interest or lack of inteiw991
est of the public or of a state or nation or governmental diV992
vision thereof in land, if offered by a party in an action in993
which any such fact or such interest or lack of interest is a994
material matter;995

(23) Statement Concerning One’s Own Family History. A996
statement of a matter concerning a declarant’s own birth,997
marriage, divorce, legitimacy, relationship by blood or mar-998
riage, race-ancestry or other similar fact of his family history,999
even though the declarant had no means of acquiring per-1000
sonal knowledge of the matter declared, if the judge findsiod
that the declarant is unavailable;1002

(24) Statement Concerning Famity History of Another. A1003
1004 statement concerning the birth, marriage, divorce, death, le-
-1005 gitimacy, race-ancestry, relationship by blood or marriage or
1006 other similar fact of the family history of a person other than

the declarant if the judge (a) finds that the declarant was re-1007
lated to the other by blood or marriage or finds that he was1008
otherwise so intimately associated with the other’s family as1009
to be likely to have accurate information concerning the1010
matter declared, and made the statement as upon informa-1011
tion received from the other or from a person related by blood1012
or marriage to the other, or as upon repute in the other’s1013
family, and (b ) finds that the declarant is unavailable as a1014

1015 witnes,

1016 25) Statement Concerning Family History Based on Stalky
nent of Another Declarant. A statement of a declarant that1017

1018 a statement admissible under exception (23) or (24) of this
1019 rule was made by another declarant, offered as tending to

prove the truth of the matter declared by both declarants1020
if the judge finds that both declarants are unavailable as1021

1022 witnc
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(26) Reputation in Family Concerning Family History.
Evidence of reputation among members of a family, if the
reputation concerns the birth, marriage, divorce, death, le-
gitimacy, race-ancestry or other fact of the family history
of a member of the family by blood or marriage;

(27) Reputation Boundaries, General History, Family

1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028

utation in a community as tend-History. Evidence of ref1029
matter reputed, if (a) the repu-ing to prove the truth of t1030

)f, or customs affecting, land in1031 tation concerns boundary
that the reputation, if"032 the community, and tl

1 033 anv. arose before contn
i032

b) the reputation concerr
-f the community or of the statean event of general 11034

rmunity is a part, and the judgeor nation of which t10.
f importance to the community,1036 finds that the event was

1037 or (c) the reputation con the birth, marriage, divorce
p by blood or marriage, or race-
t in the community at the time

death, legitimacy, relations!1038
1039 ancestry of a person resid

other similar fact of his family1040 of the reputation, or som
,tus or condition which the judg1041 history or of his \

subject of a reliable reputationfinds likely to have been t1042 itatie
1041 it

racier. If a trait of a f1044 (28) Reputation as to Ch
ial, evidence of his r1045 character at a specified ti

to at a relevant time in the corn-1046 utation with reference tl
1047 munitv in which he the resided or in a group with which

rated, to prove the truth of th<1048 he then habitually

1049 matter reputed;
29) Recitals in Documents Affecting Property. Evi( denc1050

of a statement relevant to a material matter, contained in a1051
deed of conveyance or a will or other document purporting1052

1053 to affect an interest in property, offered as tending to provertv, offered
1054 the truth of the matter stated, if the judge finds that theratter
1055 matter stated would 1 rn an issue as to an m

that the dealings with the prop-1056 terest in the property, and
® 057 erty since the statement wa

1058 with the truth of the stater
made have not been inconsistent
Nt

(30) Commercial Lists and the Like. Evidence of state-
ments of matters of interest to persons engaged in an occu-
pation contained in a list, register, periodical, or other pub-
lished compilation to prove the truth of any relevant matter
so stated if the judge finds that the compilation is published

1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
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1004 for use by persons engaged in that occupation and i
lly used and relied upon by them1065

(31) Learned Treatises. —A published treatise, periodical1066
or pamphlet on a subject of history, science or art to prove1067
the truth of a matter stated therein if the judge takes judi-1068
cial notice, or a witness expert in the subject testifies, that1069

re treatise, periodical or pamphlet is a reliable authority ir1070
the subject1071

1072 Rule 64. Discretion of Judge under Exceptions {l5), {1 6

1073 (17), ( 18) and (19) to Exclude Evidence. —Any writir
i, (16), (17), (18) and (19) ol
if the party offering such writ-

1074 missible under exceptions (1
1075 Rule 63 shall be received only

much thereof as may relateing has delivered a copy of it1076
party a reasonable tir1077 to the controversy, to each

1078 before trial unless the iudge finds that such adverse part

failure to deliver such1079 has not been unfairhffair
1080 copy

1081 Rule 65. Credibility of D.c

leclarant inconsistent v1082 ment or other
exception to Rs ■V

1084
1085

discrediting the declarantm purr
hough he 1 xplainopporti

idence tendiritement. A c

he declarant is adr1087 or support it

1 the declarant been a wi1088 would
V statement withii108089 Rule 66. Multiple Heat
hall not be inadmissible1090 scone of

it inch ement made by another1091
udedO' :1 t(

nent itself meets t093 statement if such includ
1094 ments

10' TICATION \ RITINCA

10! red Documer
*>■1097 A it niHired

1098 ceived in evidence. Aut ation may be 1 ut-
10' of

If
aut

1100 me ui

old at the time it is offered, and1101
1102 (b) is in such conditi to create no suspicion concernin
1103 its authenticity, and (c) t the time of its discovery was in

larant. Evid
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1104 a place in which such a document, if authentic, would 1
likely to be found, it is sufficiently authenticated.1105

Rule 68. Authentication of Copies of Records. A writing1106
purporting to be a copy of an official record or of an entry1107
therein, meets the requirement of authentication if (a) the1108
judge finds that the writing purports to be published by au-1109
thority of the nation, state or subdivision thereof, in which1110
the record is kept; or (b ) evidence has been introduced suf-mi
ficient to warrant a finding that the writing is a correct copy1112
of the record or entry; or (c) the office in which the record1113

% 1114 is kept is within this state and the writing is attested as a
1115 correct copy of the record or entry by a person purporting

deputy of an officer, having the legal1116 to be an officer,
custody of the record; or (d) if the office is not within the1117
state, the writing is-attested as required in clause (c) and is1118

1119 accompanied by a certificate that such officer has the custody
1120 of the record. If the office in which the record is kept is

within a territory or insular pos1121 within the United States or
ion of. the United States, the cer-1222 session subject to the d(

rd of thetificate may be made by112, a a cour

don in which the record is kept,district or political sul1124
if the court, or may be made by1125 authenticated by the seal

1126 any public officer having J having offich
ical subdivision in which the1127 duties in the district or

iby the seal of his office. If the1128 record is kept, autt
1129 office in which the rc ntrver

rv of an embassybv1130 the certificat
113.1 or legation, consul jlI, or consular

the foreign service of the I1132 agent or by any officer i
1133 States stationed in the fe ign state or country in whie
1134 record is kept, and authenticated by the seal of his office.
1135 Rule 69. Certificate of Lack of Record. —A writing ad-
1136 missible under exception (17) (h) of Rule 63 is authenticated

in the same manner as is provided in clause (c) or (d) of1137
138 Rule 68

Rule 70. Documentary Originals as the Best Evidenc1139
1) As tending to prove the content of a writi1140

1141 other than the writing itself is admissmssrble, except as otherwi
1142 provided in these rules, unless the judge finds (a) thatprovided in these rules, ur

writing is lost or has been destroyed without fraudulent in1143
tent on the part of the proponent, or (6) that the writing is1144
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1145 outside the reach of the court’s process and not procurable
by the proponent, or (c) that the opponent, at a time when1146
the writing was under his control has been notified, expressly1147
or by implication from the pleadings, that it would be needed1148
at the hearing, and on request at the hearing has failed to1149
produce it, or ( d) that the writing is not closely related to1150
the controlling issues and it would be inexpedient to require1151
its production, or (e) that the writing is an official record, or1152
is a writing affecting property authorized to be recorded as1153
ictually recorded in the public records as described in Rut1154 actually recorded i

1155 63, exception (19).1155 63, exception (19).

1156 (21 If the judge makes one of the findings specified in the
1157 preceding paragraph, secondary evidence of the content of

the writing is admissible. Evidence offered by the opponent1158
tending to prove (a) that the asserted writing never existed1159

1160 or ( b ) that a writing produced at the trial is the asserted writ-
1161 ing, or (c) that the secondary evidence does not correctlv r<

the content of the asserted writings, is irrelevant and1162
inadmissible upon the question of admissibility of the second-1163

ary evidence but is relevant and admissible, upon the issues1164
1165 of the existence and content of the asserted writing to be de
1166 termined by the trier of fact
1167 Rule 71. Proof of Attested Writings. When the execi

tion of an attested writing is in issue, whether or not atte1168
tation is a statutory requis
attester is a necessary witn
available unless the statute

te of its effective execution, no1169
even though all attestors are1170

quiring attestation specifically1171
provides otherwise1172

Rule 72. Photographic C
and Public Records. The i
made in the regular course
Rule 62 or in the regular cc
cial” as defined by said rule

1173 'opies to Prove Content of Business
iontent of any admissible writing
of “a business” as defined by

urse of duty of any “public offi-
may be proved by a photostatic,

1174
1175
1176
1177

microfilm, microcard, miniature photographic or other photo-
graphic copy or reproduction or by an enlargement thereof'
when duly authenticated, if it was in the regular course of
such business or official activity to make and preserve such
copies or reproductions as a part of the records of such busi-
ness or office. The introduction of such copy, reproduction
or enlargement does not preclude admission of the original
writing if it is still in existence.

1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185






